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multi-fuzzy sets - m-hikari - international mathematical forum, 5, 2010, no. 50, 2471 - 2476 multi-fuzzy sets
sabu sebastian department of mathematical sciences, kannur university multi-fuzzy sets: an extension of
fuzzy sets - fuzzy inf. eng.(2011) 1: 35-43 doi 10.1007/s12543-011-0064-y original article multi-fuzzy sets: an
extension of fuzzy sets sabu sebastian · t.v. ramakrishnan multi-fuzzy extension of crisp functions using
bridge ... - we introduced multi-fuzzy sets [3, 4] to handle life problems with multi dimen- sional characteristic
properties. the theory of multi-fuzzy sets is an extension sebastian, sabu and john, robert (2016) multifuzzy sets ... - sabu sebastian, robert john/ann. fuzzy math. inform. x (201y), no. x, xx–xx 2. preliminaries
throughout this paper x and y stand for universal sets, i,j and k stand for multi - fuzzy group and its level
subgroups - multi - fuzzy group and its level subgroups 75 fuzzy set is an extension of theories of fuzzy sets.
multi-fuzzy subalgebras of bg-algebra and its level ... - in 2000, sbu and t.v.ramakrishnan [8,9]
proposed the theory of multi-fuzzy sets in terms of multi-dimensional membership functions and investigated
some properties of multilevel fuzziness. theory of multi-fuzzy set is an extension of theory of fuzzy sets.
complete characterization of many real life problems can be done by multi-fuzzy membership functions of the
objects involved in the ... on intuitionistic fuzzy multi weakly generalized closed set - on intuitionistic
fuzzy multi weakly generalized closed set p. dhanalakshmi, phd head of the department ...
value.t.v.ramakrishnan and sbu[9] proposed fuzzy multi sets in 2010. btinoj and sunil jacob john[10] proposed
... advances in adaptive data analysis s1793536911000714 vol ... - the study of multi-fuzzy sets. in this
paper, multi-fuzzy extensions of crisp func- in this paper, multi-fuzzy extensions of crisp func- tions based on
the bridge functions such as order homomorphisms, complete lattice extension of crisp functions on
neutrosophic sets - the indexing set j may be uncountable. the function a = ( j j) j2j. is called the
membership qfunction of the multi-fuzzy set a and. j2j. l. j. is called the value domain. multi-fuzzy bg-ideals
in bg-algebra - researchmathsci - multi-fuzzy bg-ideals in bg-algebra 195 terms), k is called the dimension
of a. (ii). the set of all multi-fuzzy sets in x of dimension k is denoted by mkfs(x). multiple sets dergipark.ulakbim - by yager [9] and multi fuzzy sets by sabu and ramakrishnan [7]. in this paper we will inin this paper we will in- troduce a new structure called multiple sets, which uni es many of the above
approaches in homomorphism and anti-homomorphism of multi-fuzzy ideal ... - sabu sebastian and t.v.
ramakrishnan [13] introduced the theory of multi-fuzzy sets in terms of multi-dimensional membership
functions and investigated some properties of multi level fuzziness. some characterization of normal multifuzzy and normal ... - sbu and t.v.ramakrishnan [9] proposed the theory of multi-fuzzy sets in terms of multidimensional membership functions and investigated some properties of multi-level fuzziness. l.adeh [11]
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